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ABSTRACT 3D process plant models(PPMs) in the process industry normally consists of thousands of
components. And, there are many similar local structures in the PPM. Due to the complex process flow, the
topology relationship among components is very complicated. Therefore, designing a new PPM is quite time
consuming. In order to shorten the design cycle, content based model retrieval for PPMs is an imperative
requirement. In this paper, we propose a partial matching framework for PPMs based on graph matching
aiming at improving design efficiency and realizing design reuse. The random walk algorithm is employed
to distinguish similar local structures. Specifically, each PPM is represented by an undirected labeled graph.
The local topological feature of each component is extracted based on the random walk algorithm. For
partial matching, a subgraph isomorphism algorithm is introduced. The matching process is accelerated by
using the local topological feature to generate an optimized initial state and alleviate the computation of
feasible rules. Experimental results show the feasibility and effectiveness of our matching framework.

INDEX TERMS graph matching, model retrieval, partial matching, topological feature, random walk

I. INTRODUCTION
Computer aided process plant design plays an important

role in the early stage of a process plant’s life cycle which
consists of planning, design, construction, operation, and
disposal [1]. Designing a new process plant model(PPM) is
currently quite time consuming due to the complexity of the
PPM. In order to shorten the design cycle and improve effi-
ciency, reuse of existing examined PPMs is often required.
For this purpose, a matching method between existing PPMs
and input partial PPM is necessary as this strategy provides
design reference. In addition, reuse of existing examined
PPMs can avoid unnecessary mistakes and guarantee the
quality of PPMs.

The PPM contains complex diverse information including
geometry information, topology information, and engineer-
ing information. Geometry information describes the shape
of each component. Topological information refers to the
adjacency relationships among all components. Engineering
information characterizes the design constraints, engineering

disciplines, etc.
To some extent, a PPM can be viewed as an assembly

model with a much larger number of components. As shown
in Fig. 1, a process plant model usually consists of thousands
of components in various shapes.
• Components. A PPM is comprised of basic components,

including equipment, valves, pipes, etc. Different from
general 3D models and computer aided design(CAD)
models represented by meshes or surfaces, components
of the PPM are designed by basic entities such as
cylinder, sphere, box, wedge, etc. Consequently, com-
ponents are represented by type attributes and geometric
parameters, rather than meshes or surfaces in 3D&CAD
models.

• Topological information. The topology structure is the
kernel of the PPM. The PPM’s topology concentrates on
the most economical spatial arrangement and intercon-
nections among components. The connections should
satisfy the engineering rules such as geometry param-
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 1. Two examples of the 3D PPM.

eters, flow directions, and so on. Connection points are
one kind of topology modeling method for PPMs. Each
connection point contains information describing the
geometry parameters and engineering constraints.

The PPM normally contains lots of similar local structures
besides a large number of components, such as the combi-
nation of pipe, gasket, and different valves. Considering the
PPM, even a small difference between two local structures
probably implies two different process flows. Distinguishing
similar local structures is propitious to differentiate process
flows. Therefore, the matching of PPMs should focus on
features that reflect topological relationships among compo-
nents rather than the shape features of components. Features
of PPMs should have the ability to identify similar local
structures.

To the best of our knowledge, few published works deal
with the partial matching of PPMs. Wen et al. [2] used the
topological relationship distribution to measure the overall
similarity between different types of PPMs. How to discover
the target partial model quickly in the complex PPM under
the interference of similar local structure has not been stud-
ied. Current content-based 3D&CAD model matching meth-
ods mainly focus on shape similarity between models [3], [4].
The extracted features are compressed shape representation
of 3D&CAD models, and the results mainly reveal the shape
similarities. Some other works attempt to solve the matching
problem between assembly models [5], [6]. Both shape fea-
tures and assembly information are used to perform global
matching between assembly models. However, as for PPMs,
topology matching is much more concerned compared with
shape similarity. Topology relationship among components
indicates the structure information, and even the process
flow. Furthermore, existing matching algorithms of assembly
models only deal with a small number of components, which
suffers high computational burden when facing a large num-

ber of components. In conclusion, it is necessary to develop
partial matching methods for PPMs.

In this paper, we proposed a partial matching framework
for large scale PPMs based on random walk(RW) on graphs.
The PPM is defined as an undirected labeled graph preserving
its topological relationship. In order to distinguish similar
local structures and thereby accelerate the matching process,
the local topological feature of each component is computed
based on the RW on the extracted subgraph. As exact partial
matching between PPMs should focus on the topological
relationship matching, a subgraph isomorphism algorithm is
introduced to perform partial matching. The local topological
feature is used to accelerate the matching process. The main
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• A method for distinguishing similar local structures

based on the RW algorithm is proposed. The local topol-
ogy structure centered on each component is extracted
at first, then the local topological feature of each com-
ponent used for distinguishing similar local structures
is extracted based on the RW on the local topology
structure.

• A partial matching algorithm of PPMs based on VF2
algorithm combined with local topological features is
proposed. VF2 subgraph isomorphism algorithm is in-
troduced as the PPM is represented by an undirected la-
beled graph. In order to accelerate the matching process,
the local topological features are used for generating
an optimized initial state and alleviating the computing
overhead.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
II, we give a brief introduction to related works including
3D&CAD model matching and assembly model matching.
In section III, we propose our partial matching framework
for PPMs. Section IV shows the experimental results and
validates the effectiveness of this method.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we give a brief review of the state-of-the-art

general 3D&CAD models matching methods and assembly
model matching methods. To the best of our knowledge, only
a few published works attempt to solve the PPM matching
problem. Since the RW algorithm is introduced for local
topological feature extraction, some applications of the RW
algorithm are reviewed at first.

A. RANDOM WALK ALGORITHM
Random Walk is a stochastic diffusion process. It has a

close relationship with many phenomena in daily life, such
as Brownian Motion, odor diffusion, etc. Statistics of the
random walk process, such as average first pass time and
steady-state probability, have been widely used in informa-
tion retrieval [7], graph matching [8], image segmentation
[9]–[11], video supervoxels [12], etc. One famous application
is PageRank [13].
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B. 3D MODEL MATCHING

General 3D models are polygon representations of objects,
such as chairs, tables, creatures, etc. According to the types
of features employed, existing general 3D model matching
techniques can be divided into four categories:

• Geometry based methods. Geometry based techniques
utilize the distribution of geometric elements of a 3D
model to perform matching. Osada et al. [14] designed
shape functions over random surface points to get a
continuous probability as the representation for 3D
models. Ankerst et al. [15] introduced 3D shape his-
tograms as an intuitive and powerful similarity model
for 3D objects. Sipiran et al. [16] presented a data-aware
partition method from meshes and performed matching
by solving Integer Quadratic Program problem. Zou et
al. [17] proposed a combined shape distribution(CSD)
descriptor for 3D model retrieval based on principle
plane analysis and group integration. Zhou and Zeng
[18] extracted three new features based on compressive
sensing and use supervised learning to determine the
weighting coefficients for these features. Luciano and
Hamza [19] used stacked sparse autoencoders to learn
deep shape descriptors from geodesic moments of 3D
shapes.

• Graph based methods. Graph based methods attempt
to perform matching by using topological information
between shape components. In this case, 3D models are
often represented by Reeb graphs or skeletons. Hilaga
et al. [20] first construct multiresolution Reeb graphs to
represent 3D models. Barra and Biasotti [21] proposed
extended Reeb graphs(ERGs) to describe 3D models
and use kernel functions on ERGs to measure the sim-
ilarity. Sirin and Demirci [22] proposed an enhanced
skeleton representation of the 3D model and used Earth
Movers’ Distance algorithm to perform skeleton match-
ing.

• View based methods. View based methods use a set of
2D images captured from different views to represent a
3D model. Recent 3D model retrieval methods mainly
focus on view-based techniques [23], [24]. Hao et al.
[25]extracted visual features for multi-view representa-
tion and constructed the graphical model to represent
the individual 3D model. Guo et al. [26] used a deep
embedding network to extract deep features from 2D
images of 3D models and formulate retrieval task as a
set-to-set matching problem. Sfikas et al. [27] proposed
a convolutional neural network based method for the
creation of 3D model descriptors. The proposed network
exploits the 2D panoramic view representation of 3D
models as input. Liu et al. [28] proposed a single image-
based 3D model retrieval method. With a few semantic
bounding boxes in the image, the method retrieved the
most similar 3D models.

• Spectral geometry based methods. The surface of a
3D model can be interpreted as a manifold. Spectral

geometry based methods extract features based on the
Laplace-Beltrami operator on the manifold, such as heat
kernel signature [29] and wave kernel signature [30].
Recently, some matching algorithms based on spectral
geometry are proposed for non-rigid and deformable 3D
model retrieval [31], [32].

C. CAD MODEL MATCHING

Reuse of mechanical CAD models is of great significance
in the manufacturing industry. Different from general 3D
models, CAD models which often represented by boundary
representation(B-rep) or constructive solid geometry(CSG),
are comprised of surfaces and curves instead of meshes.
There are some efforts attempting to solve the matching
problem of CAD models by using the general 3D model
matching algorithms. Hong et al. [33] employed shape dis-
tribution graph for overall CAD shape comparison. Kim [4]
also adopted shape distribution features for mechanical CAD
model retrieval.

More generally, most matching approaches for CAD mod-
els focus on extracting features from B-rep or CSG descrip-
tion of CAD models. B-rep is a method for representing
shapes using the limits. Face adjacency graph(FAG) is a
popular description method of the CAD model which can be
easily generated from the B-rep model. Huangfu et al. [34]
proposed Labeled Attribute Adjacency Graphs (LAAGs) to
represent CAD models and a spatial bag of words for CAD
model matching. Tao et al. [35] proposed a retrieval method
for CAD solid models based on the segmentation of FAGs.

Semantic matching of CAD models is also of great impor-
tance as CAD models possess rich manufacturing semantics.
Cardone et al. [36] proposed a CAD model retrieval method
based on machining features. Qin et al. [37] proposed a fine
granularity semantic descriptor for CAD model and sketch
matching.

D. ASSEMBLY MODEL MATCHING

The assembly model is a model that consists of individual
part models [38]. The assembly relationship between partial
models is considered more than the shape feature. Deshmukh
et al. [38] addressed this problem by utilizing assembly
statistics and mutual relationships. Chen et al. [5] proposed
a new assembly retrieval approach for flexible input queries.
Kim et al. [6] extracted shape features of partial models and
the assembly relationships between partial models to realize
the assembly model retrieval. Lupinetti et al. [39] proposed
an assembly descriptor for an assembly CAD model, called
Enriched Assembly Model(EAM). Matching between two
assembly models is transformed into the sub-isomorphism
problem between two EAMs. As for PPMs, Wen et al.
[2] used topological relationship distribution to measure the
similarity between different types of PPMs. Rantala et al.
[40] proposed graph simplification techniques to get a simple
model from the 3D PPM. Several graph matching algorithms
were adopted to perform matching.
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FIGURE 2. Partial matching framework of PPMs. The output is the specific location of the input local structure in the PPM.

In conclusion, few works deal with the partial matching
for PPMs. Many previous approaches for 3D&CAD model
matching focused on the shape similarity. Corresponding
features mainly reflected the shape information. However,
distinct from 3D&CAD model matching, partial matching of
large scale PPMs should focus on the topology matching. The
PPM can be viewed as a large scale assembly model. Only a
few works published have addressed the matching problem
of assembly models with small component size. Published
works addressing matching problem of PPMs do not solve
the partial matching problem of 3D PPMs. Therefore, partial
matching for large scale PPMs is worthy of in-depth research.

III. PARTIAL MATCHING OF PPMS BASED ON RW ON
GRAPHS
A. OVERVIEW OF THE MATCHING FRAMEWORK

The entire matching framework is shown in Fig. 2. In the
offline phase, the graph representation of each PPM in the
dataset is derived at first. In order to differentiate similar local
structures, the local topological feature of each component is
extracted based on the RW on the subgraph. In the online
phase, similar processing is conducted for the input partial
model. VF2 subgraph isomorphism algorithm [41] combined
with local topological features is performed for partial match-
ing of PPMs. The output is the specific matching position.

B. GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF THE PPM
Each PPM is defined as an undirected labeled graph.

Graphs can be used to model many types of relations and pro-
cesses between objects [42], [43]. Topological information
among components is the core of the PPM. Consequently, we
use an undirected labeled graph to represent the PPM saving
topology information among components as follow

G = (V,E, VA, EA) (1)

where V is the set of vertices; E is the set of edges; VA is the
set of vertex attributes; EA is the set of edge attributes.

Each component is represented by a vertex. There is an
edge between two vertices if corresponding components are
connected directly. The attributes of vertices and edges are
defined according to engineering design rules. The attribute

1489 0829

222124111297

0011

229309831093

1153

0059

1153

0233

FIGURE 3. The graph representation of a demo PPM. A string
of numbers representing the type information of correspond-
ing component is defined as the attribute of the vertex.

of each vertex is defined as a string of numbers representing
the type information of corresponding component. Fig. 3
shows the graph representation of a demo PPM.

TABLE 1. Attributes of some edges shown in Fig. 3.

edges edge attributes
(0829,1489) 0.231122
(2411,2221) 0.120877
(0983,2293) 0.34745

All the pairwise connected components in the database
are statistically obtained, in the form of triple, like
(ComponentA,ComponentB,ConnectedT imes). The s-
tatistical results reflect some engineering rules to some ex-
tent. For example, two valves cannot be connected directly
without intermediate components, such as pipes, gaskets,
etc. Thus, the connection times between any two valves are
0. Considering this, we use a unique number in (0, 1) to
represent one connected pair of components with connected
times greater than 0. The numbers are served as the edge
attributes in the graph representation. Table. 1 gives some
examples of the edge attribute in the graph shown in Fig. 3.
With these settings, the graph representation of the PPM can
be represented by an adjacency matrix H , where Hij is the
attribute of the edge connecting component i and component
j.

It is necessary to show the specific matching position in
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the complex PPM. For this purpose, each component has an
ordinal number and coordinates as auxiliary information to
display the matching result.

C. LOCAL TOPOLOGICAL FEATURE EXTRACTION
USING RW ON LOCAL STRUCTURES
1) RW on graphs

The RW on a graph is a stochastic process where the
random walker moves from one vertex to its chosen neighbor
according to edge probability or jump directly to any vertex
of the graph [8]. Fig. 4 shows an example of the RW on a
graph.

jump

by 

edge

FIGURE 4. Random walk on a graph.

For each transition, suppose the probability of transition
by edge is α, and the probabilities of jumping to all vertices
are equal. For a graph G with N vertices, the probability that
the random walker staying on vertex q at time t+1 is updated
by

xq(t+ 1) = α ·
∑

m∈Nq

xm(t) · p(m, q)

+(1− α)/N ·
∑
n∈G

xn(t)
(2)

where Nq is the set of neighbor vertices of q, p(m, q) is the
probability of transition from m to q by edge.

The probabilities that the random walker staying on all
vertices at time t+ 1 can be described in a matrix form as

x(t+ 1) = (1− α)/N · 1+ α · x(t) · P (3)

where 1 is a vector where all entries are 1, P is the transition
matrix achieved by normalizing the adjacency matrix of the
graph G by row.

The steady-state probabilities of the random walker stay-
ing on all vertices can be defined as

x∗ = (1− α)/N · 1 · (I − α · P )−1 (4)

where I is an identity matrix.

2) Local topological feature extraction based on the RW on
augmented subgraph

The RW is performed on an augmented subgraph centered
on each vertex which is generated at first. We propose our
feature extraction method based on the steady-state probabil-

ity distribution of the walker’s transition on the augmented
subgraph.

The augmented subgraph centered on vertex q is generated
by adding several virtual edges to the original subgraph.
The original subgraph centered on vertex q is represented
by G(q, k) that for every vertex i ∈ G(q, k), the shortest
distance from i to q is no more than k. Fig. 5 shows an
example of generating an augmented subgraph. A virtual
edge is added between center vertex q and vertex p whose
shortest distance towards q is k. Suppose the total number of
virtual edges in the augmented subgraph is n, the attribute of
each virtual edge is 1/n.

1489 0829

222124111297

0011

229309831093

1153

0059

1153

0233 0541

(a) subgraph centered on vertex 1297 with k = 4

1489 0829

222124111297

0011

09831093

1153

0059

1153

0233

1/2

1/2

(b) augmented subgraph centered on
vertex 1297

FIGURE 5. The process of generating an augmented sub-
graph. (a) Extract the local subgraph centered on vertex 1297
with k = 4. (b) Add virtual edges between vertex 1297 and
the vertices whose distance from 1297 is k. The attribute of
each virtual edge is 1/n, where n is the total number of virtual
edges in the augmented subgraph.

The local topological feature of vertex q is calculated based
on the random walk on the augmented subgraph as follow

x̃AG(q,k) = (1− α) · 1 · (I − α · PAG(q,k))
−1 (5)

where AG(q, k) is the augmented subgraph centered on
vertex q. x̃AG(q,k) is a vector represents the topological
features of all vertices in AG(q, k). The corresponding entry
in x̃AG(q,k), represented by x?AG(q,k), is the local topological
feature of vertex q.

Given the values of α and k, the local topological feature
of vertex q is only determined by the local transition matrix
PAG(q,k) of the subgraph centered on vertex q. In the offline
phase, the local topological features of vertex q can be
extracted and stored in a vector form with different k as

Xq = [x?AG(q,1), x
?
AG(q,2), x

?
AG(q,3), ...] (6)
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1489 0829

222124111297

0011

229309831093

1153

0059

1153

0233 0541
0.247186

(a) demo graph 1

1489 0829

222124111297

0011

229309831093

1153

0059

1153

0233 1741
0.164557

(b) demo graph 2

FIGURE 6. Two similar demo graphs. The vertex attribute is
represented by a string of numbers.

An example is given to verify the effectiveness of the local
topological feature for distinguishing similar local structures.
Fig. 6 shows two demo graphs. The attribute of each vertex
is defined as a string of numbers while edge attributes are
defined as mentioned in section III-A. The local topological
features of vertex 0829 in two graphs are computed with
α = 0.9 and k = 5. Results are shown in Table. 2. As
the local structures centered on vertex 0829 with k = 5 in
two graphs are different, the local topologicla features are
distinct. This property enables us to differentiate similar local
structures. Besides, RW on augmented graph has stronger
ability to distinguish different local structures.

TABLE 2. Local topological features of vertex 0829 computed
with α = 0.9 and k = 5.

RW on
original subgraph

RW on
augmented subgraph

0829
(demo graph 1) 0.08261 2.09667

0829
(demo graph 2) 0.08265 2.13016

In conclusion, the local topological feature of each com-
ponent is extracted as an additional attribute. Thus, each
component is represented by a vector. The first entry stands
for its type information and the rest are its local topological
features.

D. PARTIAL MATCHING OF PPMS BASED ON
IMPROVED VF2

As the PPM is defined as an undirected labeled graph,
subgraph isomorphism algorithms are feasible solutions for
partial matching between PPMs. VF2 algorithm is a widely

used depth-first backtracking subgraph isomorphism algo-
rithm. It introduces several feasible rules considering the
neighbor vertices of the vertex i that to be matched.

The VF2 algorithm is very suitable for sparse regular graph
matching. A component can be connected to a finite number
of components in the PPM, such as a pipe can only be
connected with two components at two ends. Therefore, the
undirected labeled graph representing the PPM can be viewed
as a sparse regular graph.

However, the process plant model is quite a large scale
assembly model. VF2 algorithm suffers from high time com-
plexity while performing large-scale graph matching. The
matching procedure of VF2 is shown in Algorithm 1. The
initial candidate pair set P (s0) is obtained by considering the
first vertex n1 in G1 and all vertices in G2. VF2 algorithm
is finished when the traversal of P (s0) is completed. The
graph representation of a PPM usually contains thousands
of vertices which brings a large size of P (s0). Besides,
computation of feasible rules also takes a lot of time. In
order to solve the problems mentioned above, we propose
an optimized method of computing P (s0) based on proposed
local topological feature. In the matching process, local topo-
logical features is also used for reducing the computation of
feasible rules as much as possible.

Algorithm 1 Procedure Match of VF2 Algorithm

Input: an intermediate state s; the initial state s0 has
M(s0) = ∅

Output: the mappings between the two graph
if M(s) covers all nodes of G2 then

OUTPUT M(s)
else

compute the set P (s) of the pairs candidate for inclusion
in M(s)
FOREACH p in P (s)
if the feasible rules succeed for the inclusion of p in
M(s) then

compute the state s′ obtained by adding p to M(s)
call M(s′)

end if
END FOREACH
Restore data structure

end if
END PROCEDURE Match

A random component u in the input partial model is select-
ed to generate the optimized P (s0). Components in the par-
tial model which are used for connecting other components
are called port components. If the shortest nodal distance
from u towards all port components is l, the selected compo-
nent will be represented by a two-tuple [type(u), x̃AG(u,l)].
The first entry stands for its type information and the other is
its local topological feature.

The size of P (s0) is reduced by utilizing the local
topological feature to generate an optimized P (s0). If a
component m in target PPM have the same two-tuple as
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Algorithm 2 Partial Matching between PPMs

Input: a partial process plant model
Output: specific matching position in the entire PPM

Generate an optimized P (s0),the initial stateM(s0) = ∅
if intermediate state M(s) covers all components of the
input partial model then

OUTPUT M(s)
else

compute the set P (s) of the component pairs candidate
for inclusion in M(s)
foreach p in P (s)
if the two-tuples of p are identical then

compute the state s′ obtained by adding p to M(s)
call M(s′)

else if the feasible rules for the inclusion of p then
compute the state s′ obtained by adding p to M(s)
call M(s′)

end if
end foreach

end if
store data structure and display

initial component u which means [type(m), x?AG(m,l)] =
[type(u), x?AG(u,l)], component pair (u,m) will be added to
P (s0). Considering the actual situation, u is chosen among
components that meet the condition l ≥ k and the two-tuple
is [type(u), x?AG(u,k)].

The computation of feasible rules is alleviated as much
as possible. The two-tuple of one component is a compact
representation of its local structure. If the two-tuples of two
components are identical, the local structures of these two
components are same, which means the feasible rules are
satisfied. In this way, the computation of feasible rules is
alleviated. Concrete details are shown in Algorithm 2 with
underlines.

In conclusion, the local topological feature of each com-
ponent is extracted based on the RW on the local structure.
The VF2 algorithm combined with local topological fea-
tures is introduced to perform partial matching. A random
component is chosen to generate an optimized initial state
P (s0). In addition, the local topological features are used
for accelerating the matching process. The matching result
is the specific location of the input partial model in PPMs.
The whole partial matching algorithm for PPMs is shown in
Algorithm 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we report the results of experiments to show

the effectiveness of our partial matching algorithm for PPMs.
All of our experiments are conducted in an Intel quad core
3.7 GHz and 4G memory desktop computer. In section IV-A,
we discuss the effect of parameter α on each vertex’s local
topological feature. Section IV-B gives the partial matching
results and comparisons between our improved VF2 algorith-

m and the original one to show its effectiveness. As shown in
Fig. 7, the PPM is a quite complicated model. Therefore, for
convenience, we only give the number of vertices in the graph
representation of each PPM. The source code will be publicly
available at: https://zhiyongsu.github.io.

1949 1999 0827047916272399

247711630563 1979

1033

0239220314811087

2203 1481 1627047908271087 0743118719992399

1559

1033

247711630563 1979

1559

V1

V2

V3

V4

V5

V6

V7

V8

FIGURE 8. A simple graph with similar local structures.

A. ACTION SELECTION PARAMETER α OF THE RW
To evaluate the influence of action selection parameter α

on the local topological feature, lots of experiments on differ-
ent PPMs have been done with α = [0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9],
respectively. Limited by space, we only give an example
here. Fig. 8 is a simple graph containing some similar local
structures, e.g., two local structures centered on vertices
V 1 and V 6 with k = 6. Table. 3 shows the topological
features of some vertices with similar local structure under
different values of α. Fig. 9 shows the distances of local
topological feature of two types of components respectively
with different α. The results show that a large α is more
appropriate for distinguishing similar local structures.
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FIGURE 9. Feature Distance of two vertices with same at-
tribute. The upper one is the distance between V 1 and V 6.
The lower one is the distance between V 2 and V 5.
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(a) overall visions

(b) local details

FIGURE 7. Examples of the process plant model. a) Overall visions. The PPM usually contains thousands of components of
different shapes and sizes. b) Local details. Similar local structures often appear in PPMs.

TABLE 3. Local topological features of some vertices of the graph shown in Fig. 8 with k = 6.

α 0563(V 1) 0563(V 6) 0479(V 2) 0479(V 5) 1033(V 3) 1033(V 4)
0.5 1.28556 1.28544 2.17927 2.01874 1.06510 1.06478
0.6 1.40970 1.41422 2.42215 2.19525 1.11534 1.11936
0.7 1.58129 1.59113 2.69675 2.38153 1.18952 1.19738
0.8 1.83623 1.85077 3.03432 2.59709 1.30752 1.31298
0.9 2.26951 2.29510 3.50961 2.89380 1.53977 1.51913

Theoretically, the random walker prefers to jump to any
vertex in the subgraph at each transition with a small α. In
this condition, the local topology structure has less influence
on the transition process. With a larger α, the random walker
prefers to transfer by the edge at each transition. Thus, the
local topological feature will be more able to reflect the
characteristics of the local topology structure. In the extreme
condition of α = 0, the random walker jumps at each tran-
sition. The topological features of all vertices will be same,
which makes the feature useless. In other words, the local
topological feature of a vertex has a weak discriminating
ability of the local structure centered on it when α is small.

B. MATCHING RESULTS AND ANALYTICS
In this section, a group of experiments is conducted to

verify the effectiveness of our method. It should be pointed
out that there is currently no relevant partial matching algo-
rithm of PPMs that can be used as a comparison. All the local
topological features are computed with α = 0.9 and k = 6.

For the first experiment, a small size partial model con-
taining 20 components shown in Fig. 10(a) is designed as
the input named PM1. The similarities between PM1 and
three local structures which are defined according to Wen’s

algorithm [44] are shown in Table. 4. One of them is shown in
Fig. 10(b). As mentioned above, the initial component can be
selected from vertices marked by blue. The local topological
features of some candidate initial components are shown in
Table. 5. As shown in the table, whatever the random selected
initial component is, it will be able to distinguish these two
similar local structures.

TABLE 4. Similarities between similar local structures and
PM1.

Local Structures Similarities([0 1])
local structure 1 0.8018
local structure 2 0.8957
local structure 3 0.8434

There are five PPMs named from P1 to P5 which all
contain PM1. Besides, each PPM contains several similar
local structures as shown in Table. 6. Specific quantities of
components in these five PPMs are shown in the brackets in
Table 6. The average time of ten runs is shown in Fig. 11.

Since the input partial model is quite a small local struc-
ture, only a few components that meet the requirement
mentioned in section III-D that can be selected to generate
an optimized initial state P (s0). In this situation, the local
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(a) input partial model PM1
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FIGURE 10. Two similar local structures. Port components are
marked by red. The initial component can be chosen from
vertices marked by blue. The difference is in the dashed box.

TABLE 5. Local topological features of some components
shown in Fig. 10.

Component type
information

Partial model in
Fig. 10(a)

Partial model in
Fig. 10(b)

2111 2.52500 2.53672
2281 2.48579 2.48671
2617 3.00662 3.00778
0103 2.74016 2.74327
0769 2.10621 2.10716

topological feature of the selected component is able to
distinguish similar local structures. In the VF2 algorithm,
more similar local structures lead to more matching time
as shown in Fig. 11. But the improved VF2 can complete
matching more quickly under the interference of similar local
structures. The average matching time for these five PPMs is
almost the same. In other words, the improved VF2 algorithm
is quite efficient.
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FIGURE 11. Average matching time for PM1.

For the second experiment, a partial model containing 93

TABLE 6. Similar local structures contained in P1 to P5.

Local
Structures

P1
(8037)

P2
(8090)

P3
(8085)

P4
(8013)

P5
(8167)

local
structure 1 3 6 9 12 16

local
structure 2 4 7 8 13 17

local
structure 3 4 8 12 14 17

components is designed as the input named PM2. There are
three local structures similar to PM2. Details are shown in
Table. 7. There are three PPMs named from P6 to P8 which
all contain the input local structure PM2. Besides, these
three PPMs contain a few similar structures defined in Table.
7, respectively. The quantities of all similar local structures
contained in each of these three PPMs are shown in Table.
8. The numbers in brackets is the amounts of components
contained in each PPM. The average time of ten runs is
shown in Fig. 12. There are two curves of the improved VF2
standing for two different selections of the initial component.

TABLE 7. Similarities between similar local structures and
PM2.

Local Structures Similarities([0,1])
local structure A 0.732
local structure B 0.7392
local structure C 0.7016

TABLE 8. Similar local structures contained in three PPMs.

Local structures P6(6767) P7(8163) P8(10453)
local structure A 1 1 2
local structure B 1 2 3
local structure C 1 3 3
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FIGURE 12. Average matching time for PM2.

The average matching time is sensitive to the selection
of the initial component. The local topological feature is
extracted based on the 6-neighborhood structure. When the
differences between PM2 and its similar local structures are
not in the range of 6-neighborhood structure of the selected
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component, the local topological feature of the initial com-
ponent cannot distinguish the similar local structures from
PM2. In this situation, more similar local structures lead to
more matching time. If the selection of the initial component
is ideal, the matching time remains stable. However, the
selection of the initial component is random. There is no
information in advance to guide the selection of the initial
component.

In conclusion, the time cost of performing VF2 is much
influenced by the local structures in the target PPM which is
similar to the input partial model. Quantities of components
in the five PPMs of the first experiment are almost the same.
More similar local structures bring more backtrack times.
With the assistance of proposed local topological feature,
the improved VF2 can complete the matching process more
quickly.

Also, the matching time is influenced by the quantity of
components in the input partial model. First, more compo-
nents lead to more searching and matching time. Second, the
quantity of candidate initial components may increase with
the quantity of components in the partial model. Sometimes
the random selected initial component is not ideal. One
solution to guarantee that the selected component is ideal
is reducing the quantity of candidate initial components by
choosing a larger k. In other words, the value of k can be
adjusted according to the input partial model.

In conclusion, while performing partial matching between
input partial model and target PPMs containing local struc-
tures similar to the input, VF2 combined with the proposed
local topological feature can significantly reduce matching
time.

C. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Obviously, the spatial complexity of matching procedure

of VF2 is O(N). The time complexity is O(N2) in the best
case, and O(N !N) in the worst case [41]. The computation
of feasible rules can be performed in a time proportional to
the amount of neighbor vertices of the current candidate pair.

In improved VF2, the computation of feasible rules is
mitigated as much as possible. By using proposed local topo-
logical feature, the computational burden of feasible rules can
be reduced. Besides, the size of P (s0) in improved VF2 is
much smaller by using local topological feature to generate
an optimized P (s0). For example, Table. 9 shows the differ-
ent sizes of P (s0) while performing matching between PM2
and P6. The component in PM2 used to generate the initial
state P (s0) is represented by [2377, 2.61691]).

TABLE 9. Local topological features of some components
shown in Fig. 10.

size of P (s0)
VF2 6767

using type information(2377) 20
using type information and

proposed feature([2377, 2.61691]) 1

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a partial matching framework

for PPMs based on the VF2 algorithm combined with local
topological features extracted by RW on graphs. First, the
local structure centered on each component is extracted to
generate the augmented subgraph representation. In order
to distinguish similar local structures, the local topological
feature of each component is extracted by using RW on the
augmented subgraph representation. The partial matching al-
gorithm of PPMs is based on the VF2 subgraph isomorphism
algorithm. In order to alleviate the computing overhead of
the VF2 algorithm, the local topological feature is used for
generating an optimized initial state. In addition, using local
topological features can avoid the computing of feasible rules
to a certain extent.

Experimental results show that the proposed method has
two advantages:1) proposed local topological features have
good discrimination ability for similar local structures; 2) the
VF2 algorithm combined with the local topological feature
is quite efficient and can meet the needs of industrial appli-
cations. The limitations of proposed methods are: 1) models
in the dataset requires pretreatment; 2) the selection of the
initial component sometimes is not ideal.

In the future, we will focus on the recognition of 2D
engineering drawings by the few-shot and one-shot learning
method [45]. Furthermore, model retrieval method with 2D
engineering drawings as the input is the subsequent research
interest.
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